Railway tracks can have great value for butterflies as a new alternative habitat
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Abstract
Natural and semi-natural habitats are declining. However, little is known of the value of artificial and human-altered habitats for biodiversity maintenance in fragmented landscapes. We hypothesized that railway tracks can have great value for butterflies as an alternative habitat. Using 200-m-long transects, we investigated species richness and two main types of \(\beta\)-diversity, i.e. nestedness and community dispersion, for both butterflies and their nectar plants in eight sites under an expected gradient of habitat quality – meadows, railway tracks, forest clearings and degraded meadows. Railway tracks and meadows had higher butterfly species richness than forest clearings and degraded meadows. Butterfly species distribution among sites was strongly related to the gradient of habitat quality that was measured as nectar plant composition. Railway tracks contained the widest pool of butterflies with species of various biotopes as well as a wide pool of nectar plants at a nested subset pattern of \(\beta\)-diversity. However, the pattern of community dispersion was opposite to what had been expected. Meadows and railway tracks, being more heterogeneous sites in terms of composition of nectar plants, supported slightly more homogeneous butterfly communities. This suggests that habitats of low quality, i.e. forest clearings and degraded meadows, have less-stable butterfly communities. We concluded that railway tracks located on sun-warmed embankments containing a reach pool of nectar plants could enable multi-species communities to persist in an environment of good suitability. Conservation managers should therefore focus on enhancing the quality of railway tracks and their vicinity through the preservation of a high abundance of various flowering plants.
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Introduction
Habitat fragmentation is one the most relevant causes of rapid and global change in the natural environment. It has led to a decrease in many species populations (Fahrig & Merriam 1994; Fahrig 2003; Thomas et al. 2004; Foley et al. 2005) due to habitat degradation and increasing patch isolation (Andrén 1994; Fahrig 2003). Moreover, in fragmented landscapes, patterns of species distribution often shift towards the nested subset pattern, in which some habitats are a subset of others that contain a wider pool of species (Atmar & Patterson 1993; Fischer & Lindenmayer 2005; Driscoll 2008). In Europe, xerothermic grasslands and meadows are among the most important habitats for biodiversity preservation, and they are inhabited by many species, including butterflies such as umbrella \textit{Maculinea} (currently \textit{Phengaris}) butterflies and other species, listed in the Habitats Directive (WallisDeVries et al. 2002; Wynhoff et al. 2011; Van Swaay et al. 2012). However, the aforementioned habitats are declining and therefore endangered (WallisDeVries et al. 2002; Wynhoff et al. 2011). Attention is usually focused on the conservation of target or rare species with specific requirements (e.g. Schtickzelle et al. 2006; Bąkowski et al. 2010; Wynhoff et al. 2011; Kalarus et al. 2013); nevertheless, other common and widespread species also are in decline (Van Dyck et al. 2009). Thus, the conservation of multi-species communities has become problematic and particularly challenging (Settele et al. 2009).

The above considerations raise the question as to what might be the value of artificial and human-altered habitats for biodiversity conservation.
Recently, Yan Chong et al. (2014) revealed that sites with artificial greenery cannot replace natural and semi-natural habitats since they support lower diversity in multi-species communities. However, we expect that some human-created artificial habitats such as railway tracks may have similar value for the persistence of species populations as semi-natural habitats. The building of railways was often associated with felling, and at first glance this may seem to have a negative impact on biodiversity. For instance, species decline was correlated positively with dense railway and highway networks (Konvicka et al. 2006). Nevertheless, we predict that railway tracks may successfully function as forest clearings and may support the dispersion of both forest and grassland insects, providing an environment of good suitability.

In accordance with these assumptions, we hypothesized that in fragmented landscapes (1) butterfly β-diversity shows nested subset pattern in species communities; (2) linear landscape elements such as railway tracks contain a wider pool of species than forest clearings and degraded meadows; (3) railway tracks and meadows are characterized by greater community dispersion than are forest clearings and degraded sites.

Methods

Study sites

We selected eight sites located near Ozorków in central Poland. Site I – periodically flooding, lowland hay meadow (ca. 0.4 ha) – was surrounded by field crops and allotment gardens. Site II – a dry, sandy meadow (ca. 0.5 ha) – had partly the character of wasteland and was surrounded by farms, fields and bushes. Site III – railway tracks – was located on a gentle and sun-warmed hill ca. 1.5 km from a large forest complex. The site had a length of ca. 1.2 km. It was surrounded mainly by small patches of trees and shrubs as well as fields and wastelands. Regular domestic lines run on these tracks. Site IV – forest clearing “Grotniki” (ca. 0.3 ha) – was a dry grassland surrounded by forest with a predominant share of pine and silver birch. Site V – forest clearing “Chociszew” (ca. 0.2 ha) – was surrounded mainly by pine forest. Site VI – forest clearing “Pustkowa Góra” (ca. 0.2 ha) – was surrounded by pine forest. Site VII – forest clearing “Sokolniki” (ca. 0.2 ha) – was surrounded by forest with a predominant share of pine as well as with oak and silver birch. Site VIII – degraded meadow – was overgrown with reeds (ca. 0.5 ha).

Fieldwork

The study was carried out from 17 May to 12 September 2004 between 09:00 and 16:00 during rainless days. The interval between consecutive observations on particular sites was approximately 1 week. The duration of the visit to each site was approximately 1.5 hours. In all the sites, 5-m-wide and 200-m-long transects were established, at which the occurrences of butterfly species and nectar plant species were recorded using the standard Pollard walk method (Pollard & Yates 1993). We considered as nectar sources all the plants at which nectar- ing was observed during the study. We adopted a composition of nectar plant species at each site as a relative measure of habitat quality and habitat heterogeneity, as well as availability of resources for butterflies.

Statistical analysis

To test whether meadows and railway tracks, as sites with potentially large suitability for butterflies, have greater species richness than forest clearings and degraded meadows, as sites with potentially low suitability, we performed the bootstrap-t test with a resampling procedure using Random Pro 3.14 software (Jadwiszczak 2009). An analogous analysis was applied for nectar plants that are considered in all analyses as an index of habitat quality.

The main analysis of our study involved the investigation of β-diversity patterns. Two main types of β-diversity can be recognized (see Anderson et al. 2011). Firstly, the composition of a species community can vary along some environmental gradients, e.g. gradient of habitat quality, because of a loss or gain of species. There are several main patterns of species distribution among sites, such as species turnover or nestedness (Leibold & Mikkelson 2002). Secondly, the composition of communities can be different within a given set of environmental conditions. We considered the first kind of variation as a nested subset (Atmar & Patterson 1993) and the second as community dispersion connecting directly with multivariate dispersion (Anderson et al. 2006, 2011).

To verify whether the butterfly and nectar plant communities recorded in particular sites represent nested subsets of the same, reach-wide pool of species, the presence-absence matrices of species occurrence were analyzed using a nestedness calculator of Atmar and Patterson (1995). This software compares the unexpected presence/absence of species at particular sites with the null model of maximum
disorder of species occurrence at all sites (Atmar & Patterson 1993).

The vegan package (Oksanen et al. 2013) of software R version 3.0.2 (R Core Team 2013) was used for an analysis of community dispersion for butterfly and nectar plant communities, performed with the permutation procedure. However, application of this test is possible only with discrete groups. According to our hypothesis and results from previous analysis, we were able to distinguish two groups of sites: sites with high species richness of both butterflies and nectar plants (sites of high habitat quality), containing meadows and railway tracks, and sites with low species richness (sites of low habitat quality), containing forest clearings and degraded meadow. The analysis was carried out based on both classic and basic Euclidean distance, and Raup–Crick distance. Since the Euclidean distance is not the best measure of ecological distance (Kindt & Coe 2005; Anderson 2006), we also used the Raup–Crick distance which is a measure of dissimilarity only for presence/absence data. Moreover, it provides a correction of bias caused by difference in α-diversity (see Vellend et al. 2007). Community dispersion was measured as the distance in the principal coordinate space of each site from its group centroid. Pairwise permutational F-tests, analogous to Levene’s test to compare variance homogeneity, with 999 permutations were applied to find out if multivariate dispersion was the same across the groups (see Anderson 2006 for details).

Results

Bootstrap t-tests revealed that the group of sites containing meadows and railway tracks had greater species richness of both butterflies (t = 5.538, P = 0.003) and nectar plants (t = 3.927, P = 0.009) than the group containing forest clearings and degraded meadow. We checked for spatial autocorrelation in species richness with Moran’s I using SAM software (Rangel et al. 2010). Finally, we found that the species richness of the study sites was spatially independent for both butterflies (P = 0.767) and nectar plants (P = 0.845).

The investigated butterfly communities were significantly nested (T_{observed} = 34.1° < T_{mean} = 54.2° ± 5.94°; P = 0.00036; Figure 1a), while nectar plant communities only tended to be nested (T_{observed} = 35.1° < T_{mean} = 50.7 ± 7.56°; P = 0.01990; Figure 2 and Supplementary material). In the case of butterfly communities, railway tracks and degraded meadow were idiosyncratic sites (Figure 1b), but communities of forest clearings and degraded meadow contained the most idiosyncratic species, defined mainly by unexpected presence (Figure 1c). In turn, the lowland hay meadow was an idiosyncratic site due to its nectar plant composition (Figure 2). The order of sites generally revealed that forest clearings and degraded meadow are subsets of railway track and meadows in terms of both butterfly species composition and composition of nectar plant species (Figure 1a and Figure 2). Moreover, in the railway track community there were butterfly species associated with both grasslands and forests (Figure 1a).

In community dispersion, based on Euclidean distances, we detected significant differences between groups for both butterflies (pseudo-F = 10.089; P = 0.016) and nectar plants (pseudo-F = 12.847; P = 0.034), but after controlling α-diversity with Raup–Crick distances there were differences for nectar plants (pseudo-F = 15.156; P < 0.001), and none were found for butterflies (pseudo-F = 2.204; P = 0.166; Figure 3). Finally, sites with high butterfly and nectar plant species richness (sites of good habitat quality) appeared to have slightly lower community dispersion of butterflies than sites with low species richness (sites of low habitat quality; Figure 3a, b), while for nectar plants, sites with high species richness (sites of good quality) had significantly higher community dispersion (Figure 3c, d).

To verify whether differences in Raup–Crick distances were artefacts of differences in geographical distances (i.e. spatial autocorrelation in community composition), we performed Mantel tests with 999 permutations using R software. Raup–Crick distances were not significantly related with distances between sites for either butterflies (r = 0.1549, P = 0.265) or nectar plants (r = −0.1571, P = 0.648).

Discussion

In fragmented landscapes, artificial and human-created habitats such as railway tracks may have a similar conservation value for butterflies to semi-natural habitats. We detected that species distribution among sites is strongly related to the gradient of habitat quality. Our results indicated that railway tracks contain a reach-wide pool of butterfly species as well as nectar plant species at a nested subset pattern of β-diversity, and consequently they have potential value for both grassland and forest butterflies. These sites seem to enable multi-species communities to persist in an environment of good suitability and quality, as revealed by the nectar plant richness and specific microclimatic conditions. The suitability of railway tracks for butterflies may be expressed in three ways: (1) as a habitat for species that end a complete
lifecycle; (2) as a habitat for adult individuals; and (3) as a dispersal corridor. We proved that railway tracks, if they are located in forests, might successfully replace forest clearings. Furthermore, the railway track in our study turned out to be an idiosyncratic site. Thus, we can conclude that specific environmental conditions occur in this site that promote various species with different requirements such as the forest specialist *Lasiommata megera*, xerothermophilous *Polyommatus coridon* and even *Lycaena dispar*. Drier habitats in railway tracks seem to be able to serve as alternative habitats for xerothermophilous...
butterflies that may live and reproduce at such sites (cf. Konvicka & Kadlec 2011).

On the other hand, we detected a pattern in community dispersion that was opposite to what we had expected. Sites that are of good quality (with high nectar plant richness) and are generally heterogeneous in terms of their composition of nectar plants support slightly more homogeneous butterfly communities, in which, in turn, high species richness was found. However, species composition in generally heterogeneous butterfly communities at low-quality sites is to a great extent random due to the occurrence of idiosyncratic species, and consequently it may be shaped by loss and gain of species (cf. Atmar & Patterson 1993; Fischer & Lindenmayer 2005). An important confirmation of this interpretation is that there were many unexpected presences and absences in the butterfly species matrix at sites of low quality, while more homogeneous butterfly communities at good-quality sites tended to have more stable species composition due to a larger habitat heterogeneity. Sites that are more heterogeneous provide suitable resources, i.e. shelter and forage for many species (Dennis 2010; Yan Chong et al. 2014). It could be predicted that longer tracks located on sun-warmed embankments are more heterogeneous, e.g. in terms of vegetation height or bare ground cover, which promote other pollinators such as solitary bees (Potts et al. 2005). Therefore, the conservation of these sites is necessary for the long-term persistence of species populations on a large landscape scale (Oliver et al. 2010). On the other hand, exposure of the tracks may be an important limiting factor. Railway tracks that are not located on embankments may be characterized by extremely different conditions such as lower temperature, high vegetation and a lower source of nectar plants; therefore, their lower value should be expected.

The value of railway tracks may not be so great as that of calcareous xerothermic grassland or wet meadows with Molinion vegetation, characterized by high biodiversity. For instance, we found that hay meadow is in some manner disconnected with the nested pattern in terms of specific plant species composition. The suitability of linear structures depends on the surrounding landscape; the grassland cover and number of plant species positively affect the butterfly abundance and species richness for butterflies inhabiting road verges (Skórka et al. 2013). Nevertheless, we confirmed that artificial habitats

Figure 3. Boxplots of community dispersion measured with Euclidean distances (a, c) and Raup–Crick distances (b, d) for butterflies (a, b) and butterfly nectar plants (c, d), presenting comparisons between sites with high species richness (HSR) containing meadows and railway track, and sites with low species richness (LSR) containing forest clearings and degraded meadow, overgrown with reeds. Letters above represent results from pairwise permutational tests of significance (999 permutations); groups that do not have the same letter are significantly different in their community dispersion.
such as railway tracks seem to be essential for the conservation of biodiversity in fragmented and urban landscapes. The conservation value of other linear structures, e.g. power lines, in landscapes for butterflies and bees has been raised (e.g. Russel et al. 2005; Lensu et al. 2011), but these habitats are not as greatly altered as railway tracks are, and mainly they constitute natural or semi-natural habitats such as grasslands or mires. Besides, Tryjanowski et al. (2014) showed that power lines have value for some birds due to their providing suitable nesting sites. However, it should be mentioned that in the surroundings of power lines in this study landscape (intensive farmland area), there was a shortage of other suitable habitats. Therefore, the good suitability and quality of power line sites should be expected in these situations. On the other hand, both the aforementioned and further studies (Russel et al. 2005; Lensu et al. 2011; Berg et al. 2013) underline the impact of management regimes on enhancing the suitability of these sites for both particular species and multi-species communities.

Our results revealed that the abundance of various flowering plants is a good indicator of habitat quality for insects at railway tracks. High nectar abundance turns out to be the most important factor in increasing the numbers of meadow butterflies along track verges (Saarinen et al. 2005). Consequently, we proved that artificial habitats have potential value if they have rich plant species communities. Additionally, in studies concerning high-speed railway tracks and power lines, the potential value of these linear landscape structures as dispersal corridors has been suggested (Lensu et al. 2011; Vandevelde et al. 2012). Our results appear to confirm that railway tracks play an important role for butterfly dispersion. We noted butterfly species from various biotopes as well as less mobile and highly mobile species such as Lycaena tityrus or Argynnis aglaja and Vanessa cardui or Pieris brassicae, respectively.

The greatest threat to butterflies inhabiting railway tracks is a lack of management that results in the overgrowing of track verges by shrubs, and consequently in the alteration of plant species communities. However, improper management, e.g. too-frequent mowing, is also a threat. Furthermore, all restoration work along railway tracks should be carried out with conservation aims in view, including the preservation or reconstruction of suitable plant species composition. Track verges should be mown with mowing schemes that are adapted to butterfly requirements. A single stretch of tracks and tracks verges should be mown every 2–3 years in order to increase the abundance of flowering plants, to prevent succession and to provide shelter sites with taller vegetation, as has been suggested (see Saarinen et al. 2005; Berg et al. 2013). Track verges of good quality, i.e. located on sun-warmed embankments rich in flowering plants, should be kept as wide as possible since the wide verges are inhabited by a greater number of butterflies than narrow ones are (Saarinen et al. 2005). The sowing of plant species is also a recommended conservation action for the improved conservation value of railway tracks for butterflies. Another threat for butterflies inhabiting railway tracks is road mortality (cf. Melis et al. 2010; Skórka et al. 2013). However, the traffic intensity on domestic railway tracks is lower than that on roads; therefore, this factor appears to have less importance. Finally, in order to preserve multi-species communities in fragmented landscapes, conservation managers should focus on enhancing the quality of railway tracks and their verges, because such habitats have potential value for butterflies, and their role in conservation schemes should not be neglected.
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